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                            is exploring the shift from bribes to encourage 
people to get vaccinated to enforced mandates and outrage. 
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As the pandemic presses forward, once again logging more than 500K new 
cases per day globally, with as many as 150K of them coming from countries 
with the highest vaccination rates, tensions between the vaccinated and the 
un-vaccinated are growing understandably tense. Vaccination is clearly 
working as 91% of all new hospitalizations are among the unvaccinated and 
thanks to the more virulent Delta variant, the % of new cases that result in 
hospitalization, ICU stays, and death, is higher than before in the unvaccinated. 
But is this increased risk actually translated into more vaccinations? 

The answer may very 
well be yes, but it 
depends on where you 
are. In Australia, 28% 
of people were 
uncertain or unwilling 
to receive a vaccine at 
the end of February 
and 4 months later 
remains unchanged. 
While the number of 
unwilling in France and 
the US has decreased 
in that time frame 
around 30% of both 
populations are still 
unwilling to be 
vaccinated. The % of   
uncertain has dropped 
by 40%, suggesting 
that the change in
conditions are driving 
more people to get a 
jab. Japan has seen a 
40% drop in the 
number of both the 
unwilling and the 
uncertain, South Korea 
has also gone in the 
same direction as 
Japan just not as 
sharply. 

The COVID Vaccine 
Race In Graphs

27% of the world is at least partially protected. 

Europe leads the world in vaccinations, Asia and 
South America are gaining, but Africa still struggles. 

More than 3.9B doses of COVID vaccine have been 
administered, but poor countries are still under 2%.

While governments were previously offering incentives for vaccination, the 
growing frustration has paved the way for mandatory vaccinations. In the US, 
healthcare systems such as Veterans Affairs and the Mayo Clinic are 
requiring staff to get vaccinated. Local governments are also considering 
similar requirements for government employees. In Europe, 13 governments 
are going a step farther, preventing the unvaccinated entry into museums, 
restaurants, and travel. Protests have erupted in France and Italy over the 
proposed Green Pass.  The restrictions will also apply to tourists entering 
these European countries, but it is as of yet unclear how European countries 
will be navigating the validation of vaccines received outside the EU. Thus 
they have welcomed tourists back into the area, but leave them stranded. For 
now, the US remains closed to many international tourists, though the 
reasoning for remaining closed as been largely questioned. 

No More Carrots, Only Sticks
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Social Distancing
Much has been made of the manufacturing of COVID vaccines during the 
pandemic.  Large quantities of vaccine were locked into purchasing deals 
before the vaccines were even approved, based on manufacturing 
projections. Astrazeneca's failure to deliver on its promised doses to the EU 
resulted in legal action. The court sided with the EU, ordering AstraZeneca 
to stand by their deal. But even though AstraZeneca's manufacturing issues 
are almost behind them, now they face the fact that most people don't want 
their vaccine, as public opinion and high profile politicians have labeled it 
inferior. Even though recent studies show that missing the Astrazenca 
vaccine with others is highly effective, such as Sinovac and 
Pfizer/BioNTech, Germany is donating the rest of its AstraZeneca vaccines
to other countries and does not plan to purchase any more. 

In Africa, were most  of the AstraZeneca vaccine was slated to be sent from 
the Serum Institute of India, alternatives, such as the J&J vaccine are 
quickly filling the gap, as well as spuring African to develop the ability to 
manufacture its own mRNA vaccines. The tech transfer hub, in South 
Africa, was funded by the WHO and has struck a deal to fill and finish 
Pfizer/BioNTech vaccines locally. This should continue to help 
Pfizer/BioNTech to lead the COVID-19 vaccine market in the US, EU, and 
Asia. 

All Joking Aside
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COVID Vaccine Manufacturing

In March 2020, the above cartoon ran in the 
Japan Times when the postponement of the 
2020 Tokyo Olympics was postponed. As 
reflected in the cartoon, it was hailed by all as 
a wise decision. The decision to continue with 
the games in 2021 has meet with derision, as 
only 22% of the Japanese population is 
vaccine and 91 people in the Olympic village 
have tested positive since entering.  Will the 
2021 games turn out to be the global access 
point to a new variant propelled into motion 
by superspreader event? Who will win the 
gold for most athlete infections?
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16 months after the WHO formally pronounced the 
COVID-19 a global pandemic, the Alcivax is still here 
providing you a closer look at the pandemic, its 
effects on healthcare and society. We are committed 
to taking you all the way to the end, but will once 
again be decreasing the frequency, to once a month. 
In the beginning, our weekly Alcivax struggled just to 
report all the information that was flooding from 
different sources as the pandemic was ramping up. 

Then as we settled into pandemic life for the long 
haul, we reduced the frequency to twice a month to 
provide more analysis. As we struggle through the 
long tail of pandemic end, we will once again be 
reducing the Alcivax frequency to once a month, to 
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Both the US and EU have issued warnings over the risk of developing 
Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS), a rare nerve disorder after receiving the 
Johnson & Johnson vaccine. The WHO Global Advisory Committee on
Vaccine Safety (GACVS) COVID-19 subcommittee has added AstraZenca 
to the growing concern of GBS after vaccination. Though none of the 
warnings indicate a causal link. 

The development of GBS after vaccination is not specific to COVID-19 
vaccines as some seasonal flu vaccines and shingles jabs have also been 
linked to GBS. Additionally, an increase in GBS risk can also be an side 
effect of certain viral infections including, Influenza, Zika, 
Cytomegalovirus and Epstien Barr. Most of the cases resolve without 
resulting in permanent nerve damage or death. 
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prepare a more 
in depth look at 
what has 
changed since 
the beginning, 
what will return 
to normal and 
what has 
changed 
forever. 

More Vaccine Safety Warnings
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